
Weather- related and climate- related extreme events 
(such as droughts, heatwaves and storms) arise from 
complex interactions between various physical processes 
across multiple spatial and temporal scales. In many 
instances, these extreme events (or hazards) can over-
whelm the capacity of natural and human systems to 
cope, in turn creating societal or ecological impacts. 
When multiple drivers (that is, climatic processes such 
as weather systems) and/or hazards combine, their 
impacts are often amplified1, owing to: multiple hazards  
occurring at the same time (for example, droughts and 
heatwaves); previous climate conditions or weather 
events increasing a system’s vulnerability to a successive 
event (such as heavy rain on saturated soils); or spatially 
concurrent hazards leading to regionally or globally 
compounding effects (such as globally synchronized 
heatwaves affecting global food production2).

First introduced by the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on Climate 
Extremes (SREX) in 2012 (ref.3), research into these 
so- called compound events (also referred to as corre-
lated or complex4 extremes) has evolved into an inter-
disciplinary matter at the interface of climate science, 

climate- impact research, engineering and statistics. 
Indeed, compound- event research aims to broadly reveal 
the physical processes by which weather- related and 
climate- related hazards combine, in order to improve 
their predictability, assessment of the societal and envi-
ronmental impacts and risks, as well as to develop meth-
ods for detection and attribution5–8. Accordingly, the 
definition of compound events has also advanced from 
that of SREX9 and is now embedded within the IPCC 
risk framework under the umbrella of: “a combination 
of multiple drivers and/or hazards that contributes to 
societal or environmental risk” (ref.1).

Despite evolving into a highly diverse and thriving 
research field, however, a coherent typology (or classi-
fication) of compound events is currently lacking. This 
absence limits the capacity to design suitable modelling 
approaches and develop robust and effective adapta-
tion strategies, vital, given that many climate- related 
and weather- related impacts are (and will continue 
to be) related to compounding drivers. For example, 
comprehensive design of flood- protection infrastruc-
ture like dams must take into account the depend-
ence between multiple flood drivers5–7,10,11. Similarly, 
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heat- stress- adaptation strategies in the health, eco-
nomic productivity and energy sectors would benefit  
from inclusion of the compound relationship bet-
ween high temperature and high humidity12–14, and 
bet ween high temp erature and air pollution15, not just 
temp erature alone. At the other end of the humidity 
spectrum, fire- risk- reduction strategies also need to take 
both fire weather and fuel aridity into account16. With-
out a unifying compound- event perspective, process  
understanding can remain incomplete and statistical  
modelling limited in its relevance.

In this Review, we present a typology of compound 
weather and climate events, with the aim of providing 
a coherent framework for compound- event analysis. 
We begin by proposing four key compound- event types 
based on an assessment of the literature: preconditioned, 
multivariate, temporally compounding and spatially 
compounding. We suggest analysis and modelling tools 

for identifying key elements and quantifying drivers of 
an event. We further discuss how climate change can 
affect risks associated with compound events by chang-
ing different components of an event, before providing 
future research priorities. While the interaction between 
biophysical and societal systems shape local vulner-
ability and capacity to cope with extremes17,18, here, 
we solely focus on the weather and climate aspects of 
compound events.

A typology of compound events
Prior to outlining the typology, we begin by outlining the 
typical characteristics that constitute a compound event: 
modulators, drivers, hazards and impacts (fig. 1). A hazard  
refers to the climate- related phenomenon before a 
potential impact (the proximate cause of the impact), 
and includes events such as droughts, heatwaves, frost, 
floods, hail, strong winds and wildfire. A hazard does 
not need to be extreme in a statistical sense, provided 
that it triggers (or has the potential to trigger) an impact. 
Hazards themselves are caused by one or several climatic 
drivers, which could be weather systems such as severe 
storms, tropical cyclones, cold fronts and stationary 
high- pressure systems. Drivers, in turn, are affected by 
modulators — for example, low- frequency modes of cli-
mate variability like the El Niño–Southern Oscillation 
(ENSO) — which could influence the frequency and 
location of a driver, and, thereby, the frequency and/or 
intensity of a hazard.

Anthropogenic climate change has the potential to 
alter all elements of compound events. For instance, 
climate change can alter the frequency and intensity 
of hazards such as heatwaves and droughts by influ-
encing modulators like the ENSO; modify the location 
and characteristics of climatic drivers such as individ-
ual weather systems; and directly affect the physical 
structure of hazards, such as by raising the temperature 
baseline for heatwaves or the atmospheric water- holding 
capacity for heavy precipitation.

The following typology further breaks down this gen-
eral characterization of compound events into four main 
categories, the boundaries of which are often blurred and 
the understanding of which is unequal between classes: 
those where a hazard causes or leads to an amplified 
impact because of a precondition (preconditioned); 
events where multiple co- occurring drivers and/or 
hazards cause an impact (multivariate); events where 
sequences of hazards cause an impact (temporally com-
pounding); and events where spatially co- occurring haz-
ards cause an impact (spatially compounding). For each 
type, we introduce and explain the rationale, review key 
examples and discuss exemplary atmospheric or climatic 
processes and their relevant interactions (Table 1).

Preconditioned events
In a preconditioned event, one or more hazards can 
cause an impact, or lead to an amplified impact, only 
because of a pre- existing, climate- driven condition 
(fig. 2a; Table 1). This classification is similar to the 
‘change condition’ type in the multi- hazard literature19, 
but, in the case of compound weather and climate events, 
both the precondition and the hazard(s) are caused 

Key points

•	Compound	events	—	a	combination	of	multiple	drivers	and/or	hazards	that	contribute	
to	societal	or	environmental	risk	—	are	responsible	for	many	of	the	most	severe	
weather-	related	and	climate-	related	impacts.

•	A	classification	of	compound	events	is	proposed,	distinguishing	events	that	are	
preconditioned,	multivariate,	temporally	compounding	and	spatially	compounding.

•	The	typology	aids	compound-	event	analysis	by	facilitating	the	selection	of	appropriate	
analysis	and	modelling	tools.

•	Through	altering	the	distribution	of	climate	variables	and	their	spatial	and	temporal	
dependencies,	climate	change	affects	the	likelihood,	nature	and	impacts	of	
compound	events.

•	Bottom-	up	approaches,	which	link	sectoral	impacts	to	physical	hazards,	can	help	
understand	and,	ultimately,	better	prepare	for	emerging	risks	posed	by	compound	
events.
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by weather or climate drivers. These drivers are not 
necessarily causally related, but they can be.

For example, preconditioning is a key element  
in the occurrence of large river floods in Europe20 and 
the USA21. Here, floods (the hazard) often arise from 
a combination of saturated soils or extensive snow 
cover (the precondition) and precipitation and/or 
snowmelt (the driver), the latter of which is related to 
cyclones, severe storms and warm conveyor belts22,23. In 
high- latitude24 and mountainous regions25,26, rain- on-  
snow events also represent important flood- generating 
processes that typify preconditioning. On 10 October 
2011, for instance, a rain- on- snow flood in the Bernese 
Alps, Switzerland caused CHF ~90 million of damage27 
(fig. 2b). The event was caused by sustained snowfall (the 
driver of the precondition), leading to extensive snow 
cover (the precondition). When an atmospheric river 
(a narrow filament of intense water- vapour transport28) 
subsequently brought warm and moist air towards the 
Alps, it resulted in intense rainfall and a temperature 
increase that raised the freezing line from 1,500 m to 
3,200 m in 24 h, driving snowmelt. The combination of 
these two factors (snowmelt and intense rainfall) gave 
rise to the flood27 (the hazard).

Initial soil moisture is relevant not only for flooding 
but also for the incidence of wildfires, wherein dry con-
ditions increase vegetation susceptibility to ignition. For 
instance, in the larch forests of Siberia, extreme wildfire 
occurrence (the hazard) can be explained by surface 
moisture conditions in the previous year29 (the precondi-
tion). Furthermore, in the northern Mediterranean, the 
exceptional droughts of 2003 and 2016 also contributed 
to extreme wildfire events in France30. Owing to the tight 
link between soil moisture and precipitation, occur-
rence of rainfall during the fire season is the strongest 
control on burned area over the western USA, either 
directly through its wetting effects or indirectly through 
feedbacks to vapour- pressure deficit16.

However, wildfires themselves can also be the drivers 
of the precondition. Indeed, during precipitation events, 
earlier fires can increase susceptibility to run- off and, 
thereby, flash floods (related to soil sealing), as well as 
mudflows (linked to loss of stabilizing vegetation and 
rapid ash mobilization)31. In 2013, for example, a flash 

flood in a Ugandan mountain valley killed several people 
and destroyed infrastructure, triggered by non- extreme 
precipitation but preconditioned by upstream fires 
and landslides32.

Preconditioning is also highly relevant for climate 
impacts in biological systems33. For instance, early spring 
onset in temperate ecosystems can lead to higher vege-
tation activity and soil- moisture depletion (the precon-
dition), thereby, potentially exacerbating carbon losses 
(the impacts) resulting from meteorological drought and 
heatwaves (the hazard) during summer34,35. Similarly, 
unusual warming events at the end of the winter season 
in temperate and boreal climates can encourage early 
vegetation growth (the precondition), causing greater 
impacts than would occur in the absence of warming 
when followed by a frost event (the hazard). These 
so- called ‘false- spring’ events regularly lead to exten-
sive agricultural losses and damage to native forests36, 
though impacts depend on the growth strategies of the 
affected species37. Indeed, a false- spring event in early 
2010 in the north- eastern USA caused substantial dam-
age to sugar maple trees37 (fig. 2c), while a similar event 
in Europe during 2017 resulted in EUR 3.3 billion of 
economic losses from damage to fruit trees and wine 
crops38. Weather conditions can also precondition the 
risk of livestock mortality, as demonstrated in Mongolia, 
where mass- mortality events have been linked to an 
amplifying effect of summer droughts on the mortality 
response to anomalously cold winters39.

Multivariate events
Multivariate events refer to the co- occurrence of multi-
ple climate drivers and/or hazards in the same geograph-
ical region causing an impact (fig. 3a; Table 1). In such 
events, multiple drivers can cause one or more hazards 
(fig. 3b) or, alternatively, a single driver can cause multi-
ple correlated hazards (fig. 3c). The notion of multivariate 
events thus includes concurrent climate extremes in the 
same location, also referred to as a ‘compound hazard’ 
in the multi- hazard literature19,40. Moreover, it incorpo-
rates extreme multivariate climate anomalies that are not 
necessarily extreme in the contributing variables, that is, 
the marginal distributions, but can, nevertheless, cause 
large impacts41–43.

A commonly studied multivariate event is compound 
coastal flooding5,6,44. In coastal regions, floods often arise 
through a combination of multiple drivers, including 
storm surge, waves, high river discharge and direct sur-
face run- off. These drivers are typically causally related 
through associated weather patterns (the modulator), for 
instance, when a storm7 causes both extreme rainfall and 
storm surge. In Ravenna, Italy, during February 2015, 
for example, a low- pressure system produced a storm 
surge and heavy precipitation in multiple river catch-
ments (the drivers), resulting in compound flooding (the 
hazard), which caused widespread damage totalling tens 
of millions of euros44 (fig. 3b). Compound flooding risk 
varies along coastlines and can be estimated indirectly 
by quantifying the dependence of extreme storm surge 
with either heavy precipitation5,45–47 or extreme river 
discharge (the drivers)11,48. Elevated risk has been dis-
covered at the coasts of Australia45,46, North America5,11 

Modulator Driver ImpactHazard

Climate change

Fig. 1 | Elements of a compound weather and climate event. Overview of elements 
in the climate and weather domain that make up a compound event. Compound events 
consist of multiple climate drivers and/or multiple hazards (illustrated by the green 
and blue boxes, respectively) that potentially cause an impact (red box). Modulators 
(for example, the El Niño–Southern Oscillation) influence the frequency, magnitude 
and location of the drivers and, thus, possibly change hazard frequency and intensity. 
Climate change can affect all elements contributing to a compound event, that is, 
modulators, drivers and hazards. Arrows refer to a direct causal link between the 
different elements.
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and Europe47, as well as Madagascar, northern Morocco, 
Vietnam and Taiwan48.

Co- occurring precipitation and temperature extremes,  
for instance, concurrent drought and heatwave, provide 
an additional example of multivariate events, and can 
occur over various timescales. On shorter timescales, 
compound hot and dry conditions are attributable to 
stationary anticyclones, that is, atmospheric block-
ing49, and to soil moisture–atmosphere interactions50. 

Such conditions can also promote downwind drought 
conditions, whereby advection of air masses causes 
abrupt increases in air temperature and soil desicca-
tion51. At longer (seasonal) timescales, compound hot 
and dry summers (relative to their local climatology) 
occur particularly frequently in the south- eastern USA, 
the Amazon region, southern Africa, western Russia, 
large parts of India and northern Australia52, proba-
bly because of strong land–atmosphere interactions50.  

Table 1 | Examples of compound events according to the proposed typology

Event modulatorsa associated weather 
systems

Precondition Climatic drivers hazard(s) Potential 
impacts

Preconditioned

Heavy precipitation 
on saturated soil

– Tropical and 
extratropical cyclones, 
severe storms, warm 
conveyor belts22,23

Saturated soil Heavy precipitation Flood, landslide Infrastructure

Rain on snow – Extratropical 
cyclones25,27

Snow- covered 
land surface

Heavy precipitation, 
snowmelt

Flood Infrastructure

False spring – Cold front Early budbreak 
due to warm 
temperatures at 
end of winter

– Frost Crops, natural 
vegetation

Multivariate

Compound flooding – Tropical and 
extratropical cyclones

– Precipitation, 
coastal water levels, 
river flow, wind 
speed, wind fetch, 
duration of high 
wind speeds

Flood Infrastructure, 
human health

Compound drought 
and heat

Sea- surface 
temperature 
patterns55

Atmospheric blocks – Temperature, 
precipitation, 
evapotranspiration, 
atmospheric 
humidity

Drought, 
heatwave

Wildfire, 
crops, natural 
vegetation, power 
plants, fisheries

Humid heatwave – Marine- air advection, 
tropical moisture 
export160

– Temperature, 
atmospheric 
humidity

Heat stress Human health, 
energy demand

Compound 
precipitation and 
wind extremes

– Tropical and 
extratropical cyclones, 
severe storms71

– – Heavy 
precipitation, 
extreme wind

Infrastructure

Temporally compounding

Temporal clustering 
of precipitation 
events

Large- scale 
climate modes76,88

Recurrent Rossby 
waves, blocking

– Precipitation Flood Infrastructure, 
crops

Temporal clustering 
of storms

Large- scale 
climate modes79,89

Tropical and 
extratropical cyclones

– Precipitation, wind 
speed

Flood, extreme 
wind

Infrastructure, 
human health

Sequences of 
heatwaves

– Atmospheric blocks – Temperature Heatwave Human health, 
energy demand, 
crops

Spatially compounding

Spatially concurrent 
precipitation 
extremes/floods at 
regional scale

Large- scale 
climate modes99

Storms, atmospheric 
blocks

– Precipitation Heavy 
precipitation, 
flood

Regional trade, 
(re-)insurance, 
shipping, 
emergency 
response

Spatially co- occurring 
climate extremes at 
global scale

Large- scale 
climate modes93, 
circumpolar wave 
patterns96

Dependent on the 
type of extremes

– Temperature, 
precipitation, 
evapotranspiration, 
atmospheric 
humidity

Heavy 
precipitation, 
flood, drought, 
heatwave, frost

Global food 
system, globally 
operating (re-)
insurance

aModulators are included only if they have been identified explicitly in the literature.
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In many regions, the concurrence of drought and heat-
wave is closely related to the ENSO, including South 
Africa53, South America54 and the USA. In Texas dur-
ing 2011, for example, sea- surface temperature patterns 
that resemble the characteristics of La Niña events55 
(the modulator) promoted stationary Rossby waves (the  
driver), which, in turn, established compound hot and 
dry conditions (the hazards) (fig. 3c). Land–atmosphere  
feedback further intensified these conditions, which 
caused record statewide agricultural losses, record-  
breaking wildfires and massive commercial timber  
loss55.

Indeed, compound and extended hot and dry condi-
tions generally lead to tree mortality56,57, crop failure58, 
large reductions in carbon uptake59–62, wildfires30,63, 
thermoelectric power plant failures64 and are a key cli-
mate feature of many weather- related disasters65. When 
precipitation deficits and high temperatures combine 
with low humidity and strong winds, increased evap-
otranspiration can quickly deplete soil moisture. Such 
conditions can cause flash droughts, with often severe 
impacts on crop yields, livestock forage production and 
natural ecosystems66.

Concurrent warm and wet extremes can also lead 
to severe impacts. In January 2018, for instance, anom-
alously warm and wet conditions occurred across the 
Western Alps, triggering widespread landslides at low 
elevations and massive snowfall higher up, causing crit-
ical discharge levels and threatening popular ski resorts 
owing to a substantially increased avalanche risk67.

Co- occurring wind and precipitation extremes also 
exemplify multivariate events. In the mid- latitudes and 
the subtropics, such events are typically associated with 
strong extratropical and tropical cyclones, respectively68, 
with widespread impacts69–72. For example, the strong 
wind gusts of winter storm Kyrill in 2007 caused sub-
stantial damage to buildings and infrastructure that were 
further exacerbated by heavy rainfall69. In several storms, 
heavy precipitation was caused by thunderstorms located 
in the unstable air behind the cold front69,71.

Temporally compounding events
Temporally compounding events refer to a succession of 
hazards that affect a given geographical region, leading 
to, or amplifying, an impact when compared with a sin-
gle hazard (fig. 4a; Table 1). The hazards are promoted 
by one or more drivers, which, in turn, are caused by a 
modulator. The succession of hazards can be of the same 
type (for example, multiple tropical cyclones73, heat-
waves74,75 or heavy- precipitation events76) or consecutive 
occurrence of different hazards (for example, a flood77 or 
tropical cyclone78, followed by a heatwave). The hazards 
in temporally compounding events can be correlated 
through a common driver, directly related as cascad-
ing hazards19 or simply occur by chance. In practice, it 
is often difficult to distinguish these cases because of 
limited sample size and an incomplete understanding 
of the system.

Temporal clustering has been studied extensively 
for extratropical79–82 and tropical cyclones73. It is widely 

a

b

c

Preconditioned event overview

False spring

Rain-on-snow flooding

PreconditionDriver 1

Cold front

Late spring 
frost

Late spring 
frost

Flooding

Hazard

Driver 2

Impact

Warm winter,
early spring

Early leaf 
development 

Leaf damage, reduced
carbon uptake

Snow-covered 
surface

Flood damage

Snowfall

Heavy rainfall

Fig. 2 | Preconditioned events. a | Key elements of preconditioned events. b | The main features of a rain- on- snow 
flooding, for instance, in the Lötschen Valley, Switzerland on 10 October 2011 (ref.27). c | The main features of the false 
spring event, for instance, in the north- eastern USA during 2010 (ref.37). The precondition is a necessary cause for a hazard 
to cause an impact or strongly amplifies the impact of a hazard.
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known, for example, that cyclone clusters (multiple 
cyclone drivers) arise owing to secondary cyclogene-
sis along trailing fronts and/or persistent and recur-
rent favourable jet states79,83,84 (the modulator). The 
occurrence of cyclone clusters is further related to, and 
influenced by, modulators such as large- scale telecon-
nection patterns85–88, tropical forcing89 and persistent 
atmospheric- circulation patterns76. For instance, signif-
icant temporal clustering of strong cyclones is observed 
over the eastern Atlantic, the downstream area of the 
Atlantic storm track and over the central Pacific79. 
The severe storms Lothar and Martin crossing Europe in 
December 1999 (ref.81) and the clustering of storms hit-
ting the UK in January 2014 (ref.89) provide high- impact 
illustrations of temporally compounding extratropical 
cyclones. Tropical clustering is also apparent in parts of 
the Caribbean and along the coast of Central America85.

Temporal clustering of heavy- precipitation events on 
sub- seasonal timescales is also commonplace, increas-
ing the risk of flooding. In southern Switzerland, for 
instance, multiple heavy- rainfall events (the drivers) 
linked to upper- level Rossby- wave breaking resulted in 
substantial lake flooding (the hazard) and correspond-
ing damage76 (fig. 4b). However, as mentioned previously, 
temporal compounding events can also refer to multiple 
hazards. In July 2018, for instance, factors influencing 

the East Asian summer monsoon drove consecutive 
flooding and heatwaves (the hazards) in southern Japan, 
resulting in 300 deaths and vast economic losses77 
(fig. 4c).

Temporally compounding effects relevant for vegeta-
tion are dependent on the temporal convolution of sev-
eral time- continuous drivers. For instance, an increased 
wildfire frequency in south- eastern Australia can tip a 
eucalyptus forest to a non- forest state90. The extreme 
2016 wheat loss in France has further been attributed to 
a combination of unusually warm temperatures in late 
autumn and unusually wet conditions in the following 
spring91.

Spatially compounding events
Spatially compounding events occur when multiple con-
nected locations are affected by the same or different 
hazards within a limited time window, thereby causing 
an impact (fig. 5a; Table 1). The compounding of hazards 
in different locations is established via a system capable 
of spatial integration, which accumulates hazard impacts 
in spatially distant locations. The hazards and hazard 
drivers are often caused by a modulator92, which creates 
a physical link between the different locations.

Impact- integrating systems can operate at the global 
or regional scale. On the planetary scale, the spatially syn-
chronized occurrence of hazards and associated impacts 
can be imposed by large- scale modes of climate variabil-
ity, such as the ENSO93,94, atmospheric teleconnections95 
or driven by circumpolar- wave patterns96. The global 
food system provides one such illustration, wherein 
synchronous crop failure due to spatially co- occurring  
hazards2 poses a potential threat to food security94,97, with 
wide- ranging economic impacts98. In 1983, for example, 
a strong El Niño event (the modulator) fuelled heatwaves 
and droughts in crop- producing regions (South Africa, 
North America and Brazil — the hazards), resulting in 
the largest synchronous wheat failure in modern his-
tory93 (the impact; fig. 5b). On more regional scales, 
atmospheric teleconnections99 and individual weather 
systems like atmospheric blockings100 or storms — such 
as Lothar101 and Ophelia102 in Europe — can cause spa-
tially correlated hazards, including heavy precipitation 
and wind extremes.

In addition to the physical climate hazards, sub-
stantial risk also arises in a more societal respect. For 
instance, an energy system largely based on renewables 
can be highly vulnerable to weather conditions, which, 
in certain circumstances, might lead to low energy out-
put from solar panels and wind turbines in multiple 
regions concurrently103, increasing the risk of power 
failures. Road and railway networks are also highly vul-
nerable to spatially co- occurring climate hazards, espe-
cially surface and river flooding, which regularly cause 
significant damage104. Similarly, concurrent storm surges 
over extended coastline stretches can damage multiple 
ports, causing interruption in national or international 
supply chains105.

Emergency- response actions are an additional 
impact integrator affected by spatially correlated haz-
ards. For  instance, the spatial distribution of up to 
250 simultaneous wildfires in the late- season 2017 
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northern California ‘firestorm’ (the hazards) — linked 
to low humidity and strong winds106 (the drivers) — 
overwhelmed the ability to respond, leading to extreme 
impacts18 (fig. 5c). Spatially co- occurring floods can also 
affect emergency response. The 2010/2011 wet season 
in Australia, for example, led to several floods in differ-
ent regions, affecting many agencies, including state and 
federal governments, insurers, mining and agriculture 
industries9.

Indeed, river systems can be viewed as regional inte-
grators of correlated precipitation extremes. For exam-
ple, in 2016, a large area of Louisiana, USA, experienced 
widespread flooding when multiple tributaries of the 
Mississippi river were simultaneously flooded, the water 
of which drained downstream, leading to overtopping of 
floodwalls and levees, causing a human disaster and sig-
nificant socio- economic impacts107. Similarly, correlated 
extreme river discharges that caused large flood events 
affecting multiple countries in Europe at the same time 
put great pressure on transnational risk- reduction and 
risk- transfer mechanisms108,109.

Soft boundaries
While the above four categorizations of compound 
events are comprehensive, the imposed boundaries are 
subjective. Thus, not all events fit perfectly into the pre-
sented categories, and some cannot be easily assigned to 
a single type, necessitating soft boundaries. For instance, 
the extremely hot and dry 2011 summer in Texas, USA, 
is presently placed as a multivariate event, given its 
connection to a modulator (fig. 3c). However, dry soils 
associated with an earlier precipitation deficit also 
amplified the magnitude of the heatwave and drought 
via land–atmosphere feedbacks, falling into the precon-
dition category (fig. 2). In fact, such a combination of a 
multivariate event (sea- surface temperature patterns or 
an atmospheric block) and preconditions (dry soils) are 
a common feature of compound hot and dry events50,110. 
Similar combinations are also commonplace in coastal 
flooding, wherein deep and extensive low pressure 
causes a storm surge and heavy precipitation (multivar-
iate), amplified by saturated soils (the precondition), as 
observed in the Netherlands in January 2012 (ref.8).
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In addition, it is often challenging to separate pre-
conditioning and temporally compounding events. For 
instance, the succession of a warm period at the end 
of winter and a frost event in spring (a preconditioned 
‘false spring’) can also be interpreted as a temporally 
compounding event. Conversely, the temporally com-
pounding extreme wheat loss in France during 2016 
could alternatively be interpreted as a preconditioned 
event wherein a mild autumn and winter favoured the 
build- up of parasites, leading to large- scale disease 
spread when wet conditions followed in spring91.

These examples illustrate the diversity and complex-
ity of compound- event processes. In practice, an event 
will often be a combination of two or three categories. 
Separating out the different elements will help with fur-
ther analysis and provide guidance on which approaches 
to use to study different parts of the event.

Methods for compound- event analysis
Compound- event research aims to increase under-
standing of key physical processes contributing to an 
event, improve their prediction, assess associated risks, 
explore suitable adaptation strategies and quantify pro-
jected changes. Thus, an additional goal of the proposed 
typology is to facilitate and provide guidance for the 
usage of appropriate analysis and modelling tools, as 
is now discussed. However, since there is no clear dis-
tinction between the proposed classes, the analysis of 
a given event might require a combination of different 
approaches. Moreover, owing to the diversity of possible 
compound events, adaptation of the methods below will 
likely be required in most cases.

Diagnosing compound- event drivers
The typology provides guidance on the broad classes 
of causal structure for compound events, which subse-
quently need to be populated by specific drivers, modu-
lators, preconditions and hazards that collectively lead to 
the impacts. An initial step for the analysis of compound 
events is to understand the underlying phenomena (such 
as which hazards might cause an impact) and identify 
the hazards’ drivers.

In some cases, the causal mechanisms underlying 
specific events (that is, the connection between modula-
tors, drivers, hazards and impacts) are well documented 
and congruent with impact models that have a strong 
physical basis for that class of event. For example, it is 
known that heat stress in humans and other mammals 
(such as livestock) is dominated by the combination 
of temperature and humidity, and, to a lesser extent, 
by solar radiation and wind12. If, however, drivers are 
unknown, compositing a large number of cases of a 
given phenomenon can be used both to identify key var-
iables and to understand the physical processes5,7,46,47,111. 
For instance, composite meteorological maps of events 
causing concurrent storm surge and river- discharge 
extremes can reveal their atmospheric drivers7. Recent 
advances in dynamical- systems theory for studying 
joint recurrences112 have also been successfully applied 
to reveal the drivers behind spatially and temporally 
concurrent extremes in wind and precipitation113. Here, 
composites of locations with high joint recurrence rates 
(that is, a high likelihood of concurrent extremes) are 
related to atmospheric conditions.

For more complex cases, the key variables (drivers 
and hazards), and particularly their associated spatial and  
temporal scales, might not be immediately obvious. For 
example, the Lake Como reservoir114 is used to provide 
hydropower, flood protection and irrigation water sup-
ply for downstream districts. Weather and climate influ-
ence the system through multiple points of interaction, 
including: reservoir inflows (affected by the timing and 
magnitude of rainfall and evaporative processes, com-
bined with snowmelt), water demand, long- term trends 
in precipitation and evaporation, physical system con-
straints (how quickly floodwater can be released from the  
reservoir) and operational policies. Understanding  
the precise combination of climatic variables (and their 
associated temporal and spatial scales) that could trigger 
system failure (and, hence, an impact) might, therefore, 
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be difficult to assess without a deep understanding of 
the system, including the human dimension of the prob-
lem. Similar issues arise when seeking to understand the 
key climatic drivers for a range of complex systems that 
provide water, energy and food security, transport and 
protection from natural hazards.

For these more complex cases, system- sensitivity 
analyses (including ‘stress tests’ or using bottom- up or 
scenario- neutral assessment methodologies115) can iden-
tify the most important combinations of weather and 
climate variables (as well as their spatial and temporal 
scales) that dominate system performance (that is, exert 
strong influence on key system variables) and associated 
societal and/or environmental impacts116. The qualifica-
tion ‘bottom- up’ refers to the experimental design that 
starts by defining the system objectives and associated 
performance boundaries, together with the system 
boundaries, followed by exploration of the relevant 
combination of variables that might cause degradation 
in performance (for example, the capacity of the system 
to provide flood- mitigation and water- supply functions 
for the Lake Como system). Bottom- up approaches 
can also be used to identify multiple climate drivers of 
extreme impacts65,117,118. For a hydrological system, for 
instance, a scenario- neutral approach could be to sys-
tematically vary temperature and precipitation (annual 
averages, seasonality, extremes, intermittency and inter-
annual variability) within plausible boundaries, provid-
ing inputs for models that can determine, for example, 
the low- flow response. Thus, the non- linear changes 
or climate drivers that lead to system thresholds being 
crossed can be identified115.

Quantifying compound effects
Having identified key variables and scales relevant to 
specific impacts (the causal structure of the compound 
event, Table 1), it is necessary to identify the strength 
of relationships between the different causal compo-
nents (modulators, preconditions, drivers and hazards) 
in order to assess the likelihood of an event19,119. These 
relationships can exist in time, space and between vari-
ables, and can propagate through scales via conditioning 
relationships120. A wide range of modelling tools have 
been developed to study the strength of the relationship 
between multiple drivers121 and to derive multi- hazard 
scenarios43. Here, we provide examples of approaches 
that have been applied in a compound- event context.

Preconditioning. One approach to disentangle precon-
ditions of high- impact events consists of regression 
techniques20,29,35,122 and event compositing30, requiring a 
sufficiently long data set. For instance, a multiple linear 
regression revealed the importance of previous- summer 
surface moisture for extreme fire occurrence in the Baikal 
region in Russia29. Alternatively, one can conduct con-
trolled factorial experiments in which one (conditioning) 
factor is altered, while everything else is kept equal. This 
approach isolates the influence of one factor on a desired 
target variable, similar to factorial experiments in medi-
cine to test the effectiveness of a drug. Conducting such 
experiments using observational data alone is often not 
possible, given the difficulty of controlled interventions 

in large, complex systems. In this case, process- based 
models that have been demonstrated to simulate key 
processes27,34 can be employed. For example, atmospheric 
circulation can be kept constant, while sea- surface tem-
peratures are changed in model experiments designed to 
study the occurrence of atmospheric blocks123. Similarly, 
a vegetation model can disentangle how favourable 
spring conditions with an elevated photosynthesis rate 
deplete soil moisture and, thus, exacerbate negative 
impacts of summer droughts and heatwaves on plant 
carbon uptake34.

Dependence between variables. The joint dependence 
between multiple drivers or hazards can be represented 
statistically using multivariate probability distribu-
tion functions, which represent both the marginal and 
joint features of multiple random variables. The most 
common depiction of dependence is the correlation 
coefficient, which is directly related to the covariance 
of a bivariate normal distribution, a concept that is 
easily extended to higher dimensions. Copula- based 
approaches119,121,124 significantly expand the number 
of multivariate models and can represent asymmet-
ric dependencies. Copulas are used to represent the 
dependence within complete multivariate distributions, 
and non- stationary approaches based on dynamic copu-
las have been proposed to incorporate changing climatic 
conditions125–127. Copulas can also be used in a Bayesian 
network framework, where a set of variables and their 
conditional dependencies are modelled with a graphical 
representation. This approach has been applied to model 
compound flooding, including riverine and coastal 
interactions at the Houston Ship Channel in Texas128. 
Multivariate extreme- value modelling129 focuses only on 
the tails of the joint distribution, including the behav-
iour of extremal dependence in the tails. Choosing the 
appropriate temporal and spatial scales for an event of 
interest is challenging and becomes even more difficult 
in higher dimensions. Process- based model experiments 
can also be designed to understand the potential impacts 
of compound events through testing a wide range of 
hazard scenarios8.

Temporal dependence. Clusters or sequences of events 
are commonly studied with point processes, for instance, 
Poisson processes129. The strength of clustering can be 
assessed by testing the homogeneity of the process76,88. 
The influence of modulators on the clustering can be 
analysed by regressing the frequency of events against 
teleconnection indices73,79,86. For instance, the clustering 
of extratropical cyclones in the North Atlantic region 
and western Europe is related to the North Atlantic oscil-
lation and the East Atlantic pattern79. In a similar way, 
non- homogeneous Markov models provide a means of 
representing temporal dependence of weather variables, 
as well as their dependence on large- scale weather and 
climate drivers130.

Spatial dependence. Spatial extremes can be mod-
elled with various dependence measures, including 
the extremal coefficient and the semivariogram131. For 
instance, applying the indicator semivariogram, spatial 
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scales of observed precipitation extremes have been 
investigated in the USA132. The application of a spatial 
extreme- value model, more specifically, a max- stable 
process, revealed that daily rainfall extremes tend to 
co- occur along the crest line of the Massif Central in 
the French Mediterranean region133. With a similar 
approach, the dependence between extreme rainfall 
in a catchment near Sydney, Australia, was modelled, 
while additionally accounting for the varying hydrolog-
ical response times of subcatchments, which is highly 
relevant for assessing the risk of critical infrastructure 
such as road networks134. If an integrating system such 
as a river network is involved, methodological adapta-
tions to this approach are needed109. At larger spatial 
scales, dependencies between extremes can be revealed 
through composite analysis135 or networks of event 
synchronization95.

Mapping drivers on impacts
Once key dependencies between drivers and hazards 
are understood and modelled, they need to be mapped 
to potential impacts. This mapping is often done using 
predefined ‘hazard scenarios’, which represent combi-
nations of events that are of interest. Choosing the most 
appropriate hazard scenario in a specific setting is usu-
ally a somewhat subjective decision that depends on the 
event context, objective, expert judgement and available 
data. For example, in a bivariate space, the so- called ‘and’ 
hazard scenario corresponds to concurrent exceedance 
of two variables above a predefined threshold136. Using 
the ‘and’ scenario can be appropriate for analysing com-
pound hot and dry conditions52, which lead to particu-
larly large impacts on ecosystems when they co- occur60. 
The ‘or’ hazard scenario, by contrast, refers to exceed-
ances of either variable above their respective predefined 
threshold, which might be an appropriate choice to 
investigate coastal flooding that can occur by either high 
ocean- water levels or high fluvial flows6. If the impact 
function is known or can be estimated137, there is no 
need to use predefined hazard scenarios, as the impact 
for different combinations of drivers can be directly 
calculated136 and the effect of driver dependencies on 
the impact can be investigated44. Estimating the likeli-
hood of an impact via hazard scenarios has mostly been 
applied for bivariate events136 but should, in principle, be 
applicable to all types of compound event.

Typically, compound events are found in a small 
corner of a multidimensional probability space, mak-
ing it difficult to assess their occurrence probability. 
Robust analyses, therefore, require many samples, 
which can be achieved either by very long time series or 
large- ensemble model simulations138. All process- based 
model simulations are characterized by model biases, 
which vary across the multivariate distribution of key 
variables, requiring extra care when such simulations 
are bias- adjusted to model compound- event impacts139. 
Validating model simulations with a compound- event 
focus is methodologically challenging and might reveal 
previously undetected limitations in commonly used 
observational data sets. For instance, evaluating the 
interannual correlation between summer temperature 
and precipitation — a relevant metric for the probability 

of concurrent drought and heatwaves — revealed that 
commonly used observation- based data sets do not 
offer a sufficient constraint in large parts of the Southern 
Hemisphere; specifically, it is unclear whether the dif-
ferences between models and observation- based data 
sets stem from model errors or the way limited station 
observations are processed to generate a gridded data 
product52. For very complex or rare events, storyline 
approaches140 might be more appropriate than standard 
probabilistic approaches based on simulations.

In principle, a wide variety of statistical- modelling 
approaches are available to deal with many aspects of 
compound events, as discussed above. Over recent 
years, several crucial innovations have been put forward 
to deal with multivariate extreme events in particular. 
Compound- event analyses relevant for risk assessment 
are rare because the sampling of the relevant tail region 
by observations is sparse by definition. Thus, estimates 
of dependence in the tails of a distribution are often 
very uncertain, a limitation that is even more relevant 
in a climate- change context. Indeed, for a good esti-
mation of risks associated with compound events in a 
changing climate, a correct representation of the causal 
relationships between drivers and hazards in statistical 
or process- based models is essential.

Climate change and compound events
As anthropogenic climate change is anticipated to alter 
the distributions of virtually all climate variables141 and 
some of their dependencies52, it can be expected that 
trends in the likelihood of compound events will be 
observed over decadal to multi- decadal timescales. The 
proposed typology aids in disentangling the effects of 
climate change on the different elements of a compound 
event (fig. 1), including the preconditioning drivers, haz-
ards and modulators (and, thus, the multivariate char-
acteristics of drivers and hazards), as well as the spatial 
and temporal scales of events and their spatio- temporal 
dependencies. However, rigorous attribution of changes 
in compound events due to human- induced climate 
change is challenging owing to the small sample size and 
low signal- to- noise ratio.

Nevertheless, several studies have examined potential 
climate- change effects on the occurrence and intensity 
of some compound events. Indeed, interactions between 
rising sea levels, storm surges142 and fluvial flooding6 are 
likely to produce more frequent and more intense com-
pound coastal- flooding events (multivariate events). 
For example, compound precipitation–storm- surge 
flood risk is projected to more than double along large 
parts of the northern European coasts, mostly driven 
by increases in heavy precipitation47. Moreover, an 
increase in the dependence between storm surge and 
heavy precipitation has been observed at many stations 
along the coasts of the USA5, resulting in increased 
compound- flooding risk.

In general, an increase in temperature is also anti-
cipated to increase the frequency of compound dry and 
hot conditions (multivariate events; fig. 6a), even in 
regions where precipitation trends are negligible126 or 
even positive58, posing threats to forests56 and crops58,126. 
In fact, in recent decades, the frequency of compound 
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drought and heatwave events has already increased by 
>25% in large parts of the USA143, Europe144 and India145. 
In addition, the dependence between temperature and 
precipitation is projected to increase in many land areas, 
particularly in the Northern Hemisphere, leading to a 
doubling in probability of extremely hot and dry sum-
mers on top of long- term climate trends52. These changes 
in compound heat and drought are not only linked to 
shifts in precipitation patterns and temperature but also 
by long- term trends in atmospheric CO2 concentrations 
and corresponding shifts in water- use efficiency, which 
amplifies heat extremes due to reduced evaporative cool-
ing146,147. Conversely, the reduced evapotranspiration 
can reduce the duration and intensity of droughts148, 
although increases in the total amount of vegetation in 
a higher- CO2 world would be an offsetting factor149,150. 
The effects of increasing temperatures can also be 
counter- intuitive. For instance, a 2 °C warmer world 
might increase frost- damage risk for apple fruit trees in 
Germany up to 10% relative to the present day38. This 
increased damage occurs because warmer winters lead 
to earlier blossom of fruit trees, increasing their expo-
sure to frost days after apple blossom, which counteracts 
the effect of a general decline in the number of frost days 
(false spring, preconditioned event).

Climate change can also alter second- order statistics 
such as interannual variability, serial clustering and the 
dependence between compound- event drivers, thereby, 
affecting the risk associated with all types of compound 
events. An increase in variability in one hazard or driver 
can substantially increase the risk of compound events 
in a multivariate setting (fig. 6b). For instance, a 25% to 
100% increase in extreme dry- to- wet precipitation events 
has been identified for California for the twenty- first 
century151 (temporally compounding), posing serious 
challenges to California’s water infrastructure and wild-
fire risk152. Similarly, a projected increase in variabil-
ity of maize yields due to climate change increases the 
probability of simultaneous large production losses in 

any given year from virtually zero today to 7% and 86% 
under 2 °C and 4 °C warming, respectively153 (spatially  
compounding). Global crop risk failure might also 
emerge from increases in the spatial coherence in tem-
perature variability154, leading to more frequent spatially 
concurrent heatwaves (spatially compounding). Such 
increases have already led to a significantly increased 
risk of simultaneous crop failure in the major bread-
basket regions across the globe for wheat, maize and 
soybean between the time periods 1967–1990 and 1991–
2012 (ref.155). Similarly, an increase in the spatial scales 
of synchronous river flooding in Europe over the past 
50 years156 requires reconsideration of cross- national 
risk- reduction measures (spatially compounding). An 
intensification of the dependence between drivers or 
hazards increases the risk of compound events (fig. 6c) 
and has been identified for compound flooding5 and 
drought- heat events52 (multivariate events).

As well as changing the frequency and intensity of 
existing compound events, anthropogenic warming will 
also facilitate the emergence of new types of compound 
events. For instance, weather conditions might change 
in a way such that tropical cyclones can occur in regions 
that typically do not experience them, such as Western 
Europe157, potentially leading to compound heavy pre-
cipitation, storm surge and wind extremes higher than 
previous thresholds (multivariate events). Furthermore, 
a successive deadly heatwave can compound the impacts 
of a tropical cyclone (temporally compounding) and 
pose a serious threat to humans, given the strong reliance 
on air conditioning in tropical regions and the fact that 
tropical cyclones often lead to mega- blackouts. Increases 
in global mean temperature could increase the number 
of people that experience at least one such event in a 
30- year period from currently 0.4 million to 2 million  
at 2 °C and 11.8 million at 4 °C global warming78.

By affecting the characteristics of modulators, the 
location and intensity of drivers, and the probability dis-
tribution of drivers, hazards and their spatio- temporal 
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Fig. 6 | Climate-change effects on compound events. Hypothetical responses in the probability of compound events 
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dependence structure, climate change has already 
shifted and will continue to shift the likelihood of com-
pound events of all types. Even changes in a single var-
iable can affect overall risk (fig. 6a,b). Climate- change 
effects can manifest as changes in preconditioning var-
iables (preconditioned events), changes in dependence 
between variables (multivariate events), changes in tem-
poral structure (temporally compounding) and changes 
in dependence between different locations (spatially 
compounding).

Summary and future perspectives
Compound weather and climate events are an integral 
part of almost all climate- related risks and pose sig-
nificant challenges to many risk- reduction measures. 
Therefore, better understanding and modelling of 
compound events is crucial for better risk assessment, 
improving understanding of the key processes. However, 
current approaches for compound- event analysis and 
modelling are extremely diverse and depend on sev-
eral subjective choices, such as identifying the relevant 
compounding mechanisms and variables, a reasonable 
hazard scenario, a representative dependence model and 
appropriate temporal and spatial scales. In this Review, 
we, therefore, proposed a typology that identifies four 
distinct categories of compound events: preconditioned, 
multivariate, temporally compounding and spatially 
compounding. Although, in many cases, an event can-
not be fully described by a single type, the classification 
aids in structuring the vast variety of events (Table 1) and 
provides a starting point for selecting the appropriate 
modelling tools for analysis.

The four types provide a basis for a unified language 
to discuss compound effects across different scientific 
disciplines and sectors. Similar modelling approaches 
can be used for events with similar causal structure, even 
if the events themselves apply to very different impact 
domains, such as biological systems and human infra-
structure. In this way, the typology paves the way to a 
unified set of compound- event- analysis tools for a wide 
array of applications.

This typology is critical not only in today’s climate to 
improve adaptation but also in the future climate, where 
traditional univariate approaches tailored to historical 
conditions might be highly inadequate. Moreover, given 
that anthropogenic warming has already affected various 
characteristics of compound events, and could lead to 
new types of events in the future, there is a clear need for 
a systematic approach to compound- event classification 
this typology offers.

Clear guidelines such as recommendations and 
analysis protocols on how to select key compounding 
mechanisms and their temporal and spatial scales are 
needed, which will depend on the research question. 
Furthermore, approaches that assess the suitability of 
process- based models to simulate compound events need 
to be developed. These could be new evaluation metrics 
that are sensitive to compound events in appropriately 
region- specific and/or sector- specific ways. A common 
compound- event- analysis framework based on the typol-
ogy presented here would provide guidance on identi-
fying the most relevant elements of a compound event, 
given data limitations; offer analysis tools for a spectrum 
of research questions and compound- event types; and, 
ultimately, aid in anticipating impacts on all affected 
sectors. Complementarily, there is a need for increasing 
the completeness and consistency of impacts data, to 
identify the most important weather and climate drivers. 
Compound- event analysis often demands larger sample 
sizes than quantitative historical records can provide, a 
limitation that can be overcome partly by incorporating 
operational- forecast data158 and large climate- model 
ensembles159, and partly by using methodologies that can 
make the most of incomplete data sets. Climate models 
also enable hypotheses about complex climate- change 
responses to be rigorously tested. Finally, the interdisci-
plinary collaboration between climate and impacts mod-
ellers, engineers, statisticians and risk experts17 — which 
has been so successful to date — must be continued to 
ensure progress in compound- event research.
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